
555  GOLF  EDITORIALS 

‘PERFORMANCE EXCELLENCE’ 

 

 

GET LUCKY GOLF 
 

Once an unsafe or spontaneously non-productive action is taken, the outcome is primarily a 

matter of luck. Short cuts generally are not! Golf tends to occasionally suffer from 

deficient logic and inadequate common sense. Certainly we all agree! Been there? Done that? 

 

Impromptu variations in the procedural theme are almost always invitations to compromised 

results and even disaster. We career pilots learn this fact very early in our adventurous lives. 

During my 45+ years in the aviation left seat I have never damaged an aircraft except for one 

broken antenna insulator worth a couple dollars. I was pushing a Vecto Geronimo back to the 

hanger door. It was winter in 100 Mile House, British Columbia. The concrete apron was icy and 

I did not have adequate traction to stop short. There is a cost for poor judgment and execution.     

 

I suppose you could say I was in the ‘Get Lucky Mode’ and came up short? It was really a two 

man job and I was cutting corners … the short cut that wasn’t! 

 

Complacent and bad decisions compromise performance. 

 

Golf sadly offers a frequent and common invitation for this ‘Short Cutting’. How can we prevent 

and avoid these pitfalls? … by using a professionally designed ‘Pre Shot Routine’ (‘PSR’). 

 

Do I hear you thinking? “Oh well that ‘PSR’ stuff is only for tour players. I’m just a hacker 

who does not need precise routines to play at my level!” 

 

You could not be farther from the truth. It is by such sound and known routines that YOU can 

improve your score and have more fun with a reduced ‘Frustration Quotient’. If you can make a 

good shot once, you can do it twice if you have a method … a ‘Pre Shot Routine’ built on sound 

science and pertinent physics.   

 

Never sell yourself short! Life is a one way trip that comes around but once! 

 

 

       “Welcome Aboard!” 

         “Enjoy The Ride!” 
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